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Abstract
Let X c pn be an irreducible projective variety defined over the finite
field F q. We will say that X satisfies the property F F N (k, q) (Finite
Field Nullstellensatz of degree k over F q) if every homogeneous polynomial over F q of degree k on pn vanishing on X (F q) vanishes on X,
that is, it vanishes at all points of X defined over the algebraic closure of
F q . We study when FFN(k,q) holds true for the Veronese embeddings
of pm, the Segre varieties, the minimal degree rational scrolls and the
linearly normal embeddings of smooth curves.

1

Introduction

Following [1], [5], [6], we give the following definition.
Definition 1.1 Fix positive integers k and q, with q a power of a prime. Let X C pn
be an irreducible projective variety defined over the finite field F q'
We will say that X satisfies F F N(k, q) (Finite Field Nullstellensatz of degree
k over F q) if every homogeneous polynomial over F q of degree k on pn vanishing
on X (F q) vanishes on X, namely, it vanishes at all points of X defined over the
algebraic closure of F q'
We stress that the truth of property F F N(k, q) for a subvariety X of pn does
not depend on the choice of a system of homogeneous coordinates of pn, that is, it
is not changed if we apply to X an invertible projective transformation defined over
Fq .
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Since any projective space over F q is the union of q + 1 hyperplanes defined over
F q, the property F F N (k, q) is false for every proper subvariety X, if k ~ q + 1.
The property FFN(k,q) is true if X is a projective space embedded as a linear
space, see [6, Ex. 1.1] and references therein.
The property F F N (q - 1, q) was proved for "most" quadric hypersurfaces in [1]
(see [1, Theorem 2.11] for a more precise result), for Hermitian varieties in [5] and
for Grassmannians in [6, Theorem 2].
Here, we will study the Veronese embeddings of a projective space (see Theorem
2.1), the Segre varieties (see Theorem 2.2) and the minimal degree scrolls (see Theorem 2.3). For the definitions (and more results) on the Veronese embeddings, Segre
varieties and minimal degree scrolls, the reader is referred to the books [4] and [3].
The last section is devoted to a generalization of the property F F N(k, q) to
curves.

2

The main results

We start with proving the following theorem on Veronese varieties.
Theorem 2.1 Fix positive integers d, m, k and q, with q a power of a prime. Let
X c pn, n := ((m + d)!/(m!d!)) - 1, be the Veronese embedding of degree d of pm.
Then X satisfies FFN(k,q) if and only if dk ~ q.
Proof.
Call ZO, ••• , Zm the homogeneous coordinates in pm, and xo, . .. , Xn the
homogeneous coordinates in pn, such that each Xj represents a different degree d
monomial in the variables ZO, .•• , Zm.
First assume dk < q and let F(xo, ... , xn) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree
k in n + 1 variables defined over F q, and vanishing on X (F q) .
Since the variables Xc, ... ,Xn are a basis of the vector space of all degree d homogeneous polynomials in m + 1 variables, F defines a homogeneous polynomial G
of degree dk vanishing at all points of pm, defined over F q' Since dk :::; q, we have
G = 0 and hence FIX, the restriction of F to X, is zero.
Now, assume dk > q. Take a homogeneous polynomial G of degree dk on pm
vanishing at all points of pm(F q), but with G =I=- O. We may take as G a product
of linear forms. Every monomial of degree dk in the variables ZO, ••• Zm may be
represented (not uniquely) by a monomial of degree k in the variables Xc, ... ,Xn .
Hence, we may associate to G a homogeneous polynomial of degree k,
F(xo, ... ,xn ), whose restriction to X induces G, and hence vanishes at each point
of X(F q).
Since F induces G, we have F =I 0, that is F F N(k, q) is false for X.
0
Next, we consider F F N(k, q) for Segre varieties.
Theorem 2.2 Fix positive integers q, r, sand m, with q a power of a prime, and
set m := rs + r + s. Let X := pm X ps C pn be the Segre variety defined over F q .

Then X satisfies F F N( q, q).
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Proof.
Let F be a homogeneous polynomial on pn of degree k ::; q vanishing
on X (F q). Since any linear space defined over F q satisfies F F N (q, q), for every
P E pr (F q), it follows that the restriction of F to {P} x ps vanishes.
First assume r = 1 and F not does not vanish on X. Let S be the subvariety
defined by F. We have seen that the hypersurface S n X of X contains q + 1
hypersurfaces of type {P} x ps with P E pr (F q). Hence FIX vanishes, as wanted.
Now, assume r > 1. By induction on r, we see that for every hyperplane H of
pr defined over F q, the polynomial F vanishes on H x ps. This implies that S n X
is not a hypersurface of X, that is F vanishes on X.
0
We conclude this section with the case of minimal degree scrolls.
Theorem 2.3 Fix positive integers q, k, nand m, with m < n, (n-m+ I)k ::; q and
q a power of a prime. Let X C pn be a m-dimensional irreducible non-degenerate
variety of minimal degree (that is, with degree n - m + 1) defined over F q' Then X
satisfies FFN(k,q).
Proof.
If m = 1, then X is a normal rational curve and the result follows from
Theorem 2.2.
Assume m ~ 2. If X is not smooth, then it is a cone (defined over F q) over a
lower dimensional smooth minimal degree variety, say Y, spanning the linear space
M, with n-m = dim (M)- dim (Y) -1, and with as vertex a linear space V, defined
over F q, with dim (V) = m- dim (Y) -1. Taking a linear subspace complementary
to V and defined over F q, we reduce to the case in which X is smooth.
Fix a degree k homogeneous polynomial F vanishing on X (F q). Assume m = 2,
and take a hyperplane H defined over F q'
Either X n H is a normal rational curve spanning H or X n H is a nodal curve
which is union of a line D and a normal rational curve C spanning a hyperplane H'
of H, with Ie n DI = 1.
If X n H is smooth, we have that F IH, the restriction of F to H, vanishes by the
case m = 1, and hence F is divided by the polynomial defining H.
We could check directly that FIH == 0 even if X n H is singular, but we do not
need it to get F = 0, because there are more than k hyperplanes defined over F q
and with X n H smooth.
Now, assume m > 2 and the result true for lower dimensional minimal degree
varieties. Let H be a hyperplane defined over F q' It follows that X n H is an
irreducible (m - I)-dimensional minimal degree subvariety of H.
Hence, FIH == 0 by the inductive hypothesis, and we obtain again F = O.

3

Linearly normal smooth curves

In section 2, we considered the case of Veronese embeddings of pm and of varieties
containing many lines.
In this section, we will consider the case of curves, giving very strong generalizations of the F F N(k, q) failure for Veronese embeddings of pl.
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Let X be a smooth complete curve of genus g 2: 0 defined over F q. The property
F F N(k, q) may fail for X, because the number N of its rational points over F q might
be very small. We have a classical general estimate of N (Hasse-Weil theorem) and
several improvements of this estimate, and hence, it is reasonable to give results on
F F N(k, q) for embeddings of X in terms of N.
Theorem 3.1 Let X be a smooth complete curve of genus 9 2: 0 defined over F q.
Fix positive integers k, d, with d ~ 2g+2 and kd+ 1- g > N. Let L be a line bundle
on X of degree d defined over F q' Let h := X c pn, n = d - g, be the embedding
induced by the complete linear system HO(X, L). Then F F N(k, q) fails for h(X).
Proof.
Since d 2: 2g + 2, by a theorem of Fujita, h is an embedding and h(X)
is projectively normal (see [2] for a proof in arbitrary characteristic). Since N <
kd + 1 - g, there is a positive divisor D E ID8lkl containing the sum of all points of
X(F q ).
Since h(X) is projectively normal, there is a degree k hypersurface F of pn, with
F n h(X) = D. Hence FFN(k,q) fails for h(K).
0
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